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HEART ATTACK PT 1 - ANGER 

 

Today we need to talk about anger - which required 
that I reflect somewhat on my own relationship with it 
- and that wasn't easy for me. I have often described 
myself as someone with a healthy fear of authority, 
and I think that is at least somewhat true. 
 

For me learning to show anger was part of learning 

what it meant to be an emotionally healthy adult - 

something that I'm clearly still working on - it’s still not 

healthy. 

So i want you to spend a moment just thinking about 

your own relationship with anger - cos I think this will 

help as we come to talk about it - what was it like 

growing up in your house? How did your parents 

express anger? How do you do it now? How often do 

you get angry? Would you be afraid to hear what your 

spouse\family would say about your anger?  

We're going to be talking about anger from a negative 

perspective - how anger holds us captive, how it can 

destroy & break down good things - negative 

expressions of anger  

So let’s spend some time defining it Andy Stanley 

would say - The root of anger is in the very real idea 

that something has been taken from me, and now a 

debt is owed - a debt to debtor relationship is 

established. 

We get angry when we don't get what we want:  

It may be what we deserve (or think we deserve) but 

anger is always the result on not getting what we want 

Even if you are well and truly owed it, it still remains 

true - anger is when we don't get what we want 

So you need pay back, right? That's the only way to 

settle a debt? If we cancel the debt, well that means 

they get away scot free right? They don't get to 

understand what they did to me, and how it has 

affected my life - they'll just keep on doing it, hurting 

someone else in the process. What I’m doing is good 

for them 

The irony\tragedy is that the perceived debt can 

seldom be payed back, right? How does an absentee 

father 'pay back' a son he hasn't seen in 20 years?  But 

we spend an inordinate amount of time dwelling go 

these debts - that cannot be repaid, the opportunity is 

long gone, but the debt is often what remains. 

Anger refuses to stay isolated though - we're very 

rarely anger over just that one thing, right? It has the 

ability to lash out, and include everyone in its 

immediate vicinity!  

It will often be expressed as; 'everybody owes me' it 

often why people are described as 'angry' - their anger 

is something that is part of their personality, right? 

Their anger is not reserved for any one thing - its 

reserved for everyone! And like a gun with a hair 

trigger, it goes off quickly and without warning... 

Why did that person get angry? The answer is they 

didn't get their way. 

But often when dealing with an angry person, even if 

you give them everything they ask for... That's no 

guarantee that it'll work? Sometimes when you do 

everything right, you still cop it! Nothing will please 

them... 

So if you're hearing this and you're wondering; 'is this 

me?' - ask the people around you, (obviously not right 

now!)  it’s worth hearing what people around you have 

to say, and it will give you some insight into behavior 

you're not always aware of. 

Being aware of your anger is incredibly helpful - it’s a 

step in the right direction, but it’s time to deal with it. 

Anger - like many of the enemies of the heart - doesn't 

often stand up in the light. If you're willing to talk 

about it, to your spouse, brother\sister, aunt\uncle - 

therapist - it will lose its potency\power - often anger is 

simply easier to keep to yourself, its uncomfortable to 

talk about, and you'll lose your reason to be angry - but 

for a lot of people that’s incredibly hard 

Or maybe it’s the other way round - you can't help but 

keep talking about it! You tell everyone you get a 

chance to - you want them to understand you, to 

sympathise, to cut you some slack, - your story explains 

your ability to over react in almost every situation, to 



 

 

punish those who wrong you, and those who 

disappoint you 

Your story doesn't just explain you - it justifies you. It’s 

a built in excuse for everything you don't like about 

others. You have every right to be the way you are, 

because of how you were treated! 

But do you want to stay that way? How long will you 

allow others to control your life? Some of which may 

no longer even be alive. How crazy is it that we allow 

the people who have hurt us - to continue to control 

the way we live our lives, to influence our current 

relationships, and our future ones. 

For most people - we don't think we have any choice in 

the matter. Your story may explain your behavior; it 

doesn't excuse it. telling your story to justify your 

behavior only gives power to those who hurt you. 

I want your story to be a testament to God's power at 

work in your life, not to simply explain your behavior. 

The remedy for anger is forgiveness. Not super easy - 

maybe you've tried and failed at it. 

3 kinds of people when it comes to forgiveness; 

a. Think you should, but can't find the courage to do it 

b. Think that forgiving someone lets them off the hook, 

which is not right 

c. Have gone through the motions of forgiveness, but 

can't quite forget the feelings & emotions associated 

with the issue, and wonder if they've actually moved 

on 

So how do you forgive someone? Someone who's 

dead, not idea where they are, no way to get in touch 

with them? 

Ephesians 4:31; 'Get rid of all bitterness, rage and 

anger, brawling and slander, along with every form of 

malice.' 

Did this guy even understand what my life looks like? If 

he heard my story... 

Paul - the guy who wrote this had a bit of an 

understanding of injustice too. 

Paul wrote these words from prison cell, he been 

arrested unjustly, and extradited to Rome - he'd been 

imprisoned and awaiting trial for almost a year by the 

time these words were written - so Paul’s has some 

idea about anger & bitterness I'm sure. 

Still even if he does understand - it doesn't sound 

realistic right? It’s a single line of instruction - how are 

we supposed to that? Even still my anger is just a 

response to those around me, if they behaved better - 

I'd behave better. 

That's what fuels our behavior - we'll always have an 

excuse for reacting in the way we do, who would 

expect a person who's suffers so much to react in that 

way? So we're justified in our actions with no incentive 

to change... 

So what does Paul know we don't... 

Ephesians 4: 31 - 32; Get rid of all bitterness, rage and 

anger, brawling and slander, along with every form of 

malice. Be kind and compassionate to one another, 

forgiving each other, just as in Christ God forgave you. 

So instead of bitterness - we should extend kindness 

and compassion 

And if he stops there, we can probably still find an 

excuse to keep being angry, but he doesn't... We 

should forgive as Jesus forgave you, because this is a 

God thing, not so much as you think. 

Jesus talks a fair bit about forgiveness - which is helpful 

for us to understand what Paul’s talking about 

Matt 18:21-25  

As a disciple Peter understood that the needed to 

forgive - but wasn't sure how far to really take it, right? 

Like all of us - what's that line Jesus he's asking, how 

any times do I actually have to deal with any one guy! 

So peter pulls Jesus aside and asks - “Lord, how many 

times shall I forgive my brother or sister who sins 

against me? Up to seven times?” when is enough 

enough, he's asking? We all want to do the right thing, 

but even mother there's a has limits, right? And 7, at 

least for peter seemed to be a pretty generous offer... 

Being from a rough back ground, peter prob thought, 

that was exceedingly generous, and probably would 

have knocked some teeth out back in the day, but he's 



 

 

a disciple now and he's grown a bit over the last year or 

so... 

But peter prob in his answer reveals more about 

himself than he knows - that he believes forgiveness is 

all about the offender, that we forgive for the 

offender’s benefit. So 7 times on the same issue, seems 

about right! 

But you can almost picture Jesus smiling and and 

placing his hand on Peter's shoulder before saying; "not 

seven times, but 77 times..." before launching into a 

parable. 

 “Therefore, the kingdom of heaven is like a king who 

wanted to settle accounts with his servants.  As he 

began the settlement, a man who owed him ten 

thousand bags of gold was brought to him. 25 Since he 

was not able to pay, the master ordered that he and his 

wife and his children and all that he had be sold to 

repay the debt. 

 “At this the servant fell on his knees before him. ‘Be 

patient with me,’ he begged, ‘and I will pay back 

everything.’  The servant’s master took pity on him, 

cancelled the debt and let him go. 

This story Jesus is telling is super relevant - he's talking 

about money; everybody understands lending money 

right? We've all had run ins with that relative! (or been 

that guy) Forgiveness is about cancelling a debt - 

practical & simple - so simple you could miss it 

So to recap - when someone hurts us - there's a very 

real sense in which they've taken something from you, 

a debt is incurred - gossip - taking your reputation, 

unjustly fired - robbed of financial security, 

unfaithfulness to your spouse, robbed of emotional 

security & so much more. 

So where there's hurt there is theft - an imbalance if 

you will - something is owed to someone. That's why 

we call revenge 'getting even' - in order for justice to 

be served, for order to be restored to the world, a 

transaction of sorts must be made - restitution offered, 

and the tension will remain for all parties until this is 

done. 

In this parable - the master - quite horrifyingly legal for 

the time - was able to settle the debt by selling his 

servant, his wife, & children and all his possessions. 

The servant begs for forgiveness of the debt (the only 

thing he can do in this situation)  

Being a merciful man - his master cancels his debt - he 

forgoes his legal right to be repaid - and this is the very 

definition of forgiveness that we used earlier - a 

decision to cancel a debt. 

We're not done yet ... The story keeps going: 

 “But when that servant went out, he found one of his 

fellow servants who owed him a hundred silver coins. 

He grabbed him and began to choke him. ‘Pay back 

what you owe me!’ he demanded. 

 “His fellow servant fell to his knees and begged him, 

‘Be patient with me, and I will pay it back.’ 

The roles are now reversed - the debt is so much 

smaller, we expect that the man will react in the same 

way he had just been treated - instead he has him 

thrown into jail, until the debt can be repaid. He chose 

to hold him to the original agreement - and worse still 

has him imprisoned. 

When the other servants saw what had happened, they 

were outraged and went and told their master 

everything that had happened. 

“Then the master called the servant in. ‘You wicked 

servant,’ he said, ‘I cancelled all that debt of yours 

because you begged me to.  

That's Jesus definition of forgiveness - cancelled debt 

Shouldn’t you have had mercy on your fellow servant 

just as I had on you?’  - and I'm sure, like everyone who 

has heard this story then or since, they nodded 

vigorously, and possibly giggled uncontrollably at the 

ridiculousness of the behavior - how can he not see 

what a twit he's being? 

In anger his master handed him over to the jailers to be 

tortured, until he should pay back all he owed. 

The ungrateful sod gets his come-uppance - order is 

restored to the world again 

But it’s the next line that really stings - the part of the 

story no one’s is really expecting. Peter is prob still 

wondering what the heck the story Jesus just told has 

anything to do with the question he asks maybe 20min 



 

 

ago now - but it’s coming and its going to hurt a wee 

bit. 

“This is how my heavenly Father will treat each of you 

unless you forgive your brother or sister from your 

heart.” 

If the meaning isn't super clear at the start - it now is 

really clear! 

The king in the parable is God - the person who owes 

much, and who begs for forgiveness of the debt - is 

anyone who has been forgiven by God, made a faith 

commitment - given their lives to God - those are the 

people whose debts have been wiped clean, whose 

mountains of sin has been forgotten & forgiven 

The second servant - the one who we all chucked a bit 

at the absurdity of is his situation, giggled at his 

inability to give grace freely when he been the 

recipient of so much already - well that's anyone we're 

holding something against because they did something 

to us - these are people who have hurt us, offended us, 

embarrassed us, abandoned us, rejected us - these are 

people who OWE us! These are people that we have a 

legit case against! Who we can prove - deserve to be  

But Jesus words are harsh; forgive their debts, forgive 

them - or else. 

This is a horrifying conclusion? For anyone who has 

been deeply wronged - criminally wronged - this is a 

horrible thing to contemplate 

We don't know fully what Jesus means when he's says; 

this is how my father will treat you... But its not good 

But it was a stern warning to those who refuse to 

forgive 

To peter he is saying - forgive every time, if you don't 

you'll pay dearly yourself... 

So to if you wait to be paid back for all the wrong 

things you've had done to you - you'll end up paying, 

but if you willing to cancel the debts of others - we'll be 

set free. 

Maybe the that this parable  

There may not be a literal prison for those of us who 

can't let our anger go - but we certainly put ourselves 

in a prison - maybe the warning is so severe because 

the consequences are huge, and long lasting  

So how do we forgive? 

I want to ask you what your experience of God's grace 

is - when you made a faith commitment... Did you have 

a palpable sense of God extending his forgiveness to 

you? Was it tangible?  

You see when I'm in the midst of forgiving someone - it 

feels like I'm rewarding them - but when i do that in 

the shadow of the cross - It simply feels like a gift from 

one underserving soul to another  

The kind of forgiveness we're talking about doesn't 

make any sense unless we've experienced God’s 

forgiveness - Paul as saying simply; 'treat others as 

you've been treated by your father in heaven.' 

You don't forgive because the other deserves it - you 

do it because you've been forgiven. 

So how then? This is not a one-time snap decision - it’s 

a mindset, a habit, a long term decision. It also means 

we won't necessity feel it instantaneously!  

1. Identify who you're angry with  

It sounds silly, but it’s not - if this is something that 

hurts you it’s important to identify who we're talking 

about - it may be painful but important, who are the 

people who wronged you... This may take some time, 

or it may be easy, our anger can cloud our ability to see 

rationally and clearly, take you r time 

2. Determine what they owe 

We tend to skip this step - the parable helps here; the 

master & servant both know exactly how much is owed 

- you might know what they did, but what did they take 

from you? This is important - was it money, time, a 

marriage, a job a reputation an opportunity, a 

promotion - identify it, can't cancel a debt if you don't 

know what they owe 

3. Cancel the debt  

This means deciding, they don't owe you anything 

anymore - maybe that’s as simply as a quiet decision in 

your head or heart, or maybe something more tangible 

- this maybe more tangible, an imagined conversation, 



 

 

a burning a list of items owed, buried - simply declaring 

it 

Do we need to tell the person they're forgiven - its 

prob unhelpful, and may do more harm than good, 

particularly if they're unable to acknowledge the debt 

they owe you - this transaction should be between you 

and God anyway. 

4. Dismiss the case 

Don’t reopen the case! Don't re-litigate it in your head! 

This is so- hard! We can't erase our memories (yet!) 

and our feelings don't always follow our decisions 

So when the issue pops up again, and it will - choose to 

face it - allow yourself to remember the incidents\s - 

then make the decision again, they don't owe me 

anything 

 

Download or listen to this message at: 
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REFLECTION + DISCUSSION 

How did your parents express anger? How do you 

express it now? How often do you get angry? Would 

you be afraid to hear what your spouse\family would 

say about your anger? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What was your experience of God's grace?  when you 

Did/do you have a palpable sense of God extending his 

forgiveness to you? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Have you ever forgiven someone something 

significant? What steps did you take to make that 

decision? Do you think the 4 steps Andy suggests when 

trying to forgive someone have merit?  
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